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Sherine is the leader in reflective sign printing innovation. We 
manufacture specialized signage products for demanding 
environments. Our production facility meets the needs of a diverse 
group of companies servicing the traffic, wayfinding and safety 
industries. Quality, expertise and timely project execution ensure 
the success of our customers and the communities they serve.

Introduction

Traffic

Sherine is an experienced and 
dedicated supplier to the traffic 
industry for over 40 years. 
From construction signs to 
highway guide signs, we do it 
all with detailed precision to 
meet strict specifications.

Wayfinding

Whether it’s custom wayfinding 
digital prints or finished signs, we 
translate design specifications 
into products that are long-
lasting and highly functional.

Safety

We produce industry specific 
safety signs with unmatched 
durability. Electrical, oil & 
gas, mining and emergency 
response sectors require 
high performance signage for 
safety in critical situations.
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Staying at the forefront of digital 
imaging technology is critical when 
striving to deliver the best quality 
product as efficiently as possible. 

We digitally direct print onto all grades 
of 3MTM Reflective Sheeting, with full 7, 
10 or 12 year 3MTM MCSTM Warranty. The 
result is a highly functional and durable 
sign face that meets strict regulatory 
specifications while offering the total design 
flexibility provided by digital printing.

The benefits are tangible:
• Single layer durability
• Fully reflective sign face
• Custom colours and variable messages
• Cost effective production method

For more information about our 
digital process, see Appendix A.

Reflective Digital Printing
For Signage

A fully reflective sign face provides 
functionality day and night.
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As a 3M Certified Digital Fabricator, Sherine 
undergoes a rigorous annual audit to ensure 
full compliance with production requirements 
for the manufacture of regulated traffic 
signs using 3MTM Reflective Sheeting. 

Our digitally printed sign faces are produced in 
compliance with national and regional regulatory 
standards, following 3M processing methods, to 
provide you with the highest quality and longest 
lasting reflective signage available on the market. 

Using 3MTM Reflective Materials, inks and 
overlaminates, we are able offer 3MTM MCSTM 
Traffic Warranty on all of our products.

For more information about the 3M Certified 
Fabricator program, see Appendix B.

3M Certified Digital
Fabricator
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3MTM 7930 
Advanced Engineer Grade Prismatic Sheeting
A non-metalized microprismatic reflective sheeting 
that offers a more uniform visual appearance 
compared to other prismatic products and a whiter 
base compared to beaded sheeting.
ASTM: Type I  Warranty: 7 years
Common Use: commercial signs, non-critical traffic 
control signs, wayfinding and trail system signage.

3MTM 3930 
High Intensity Prismatic Sheeting
A non-metalized microprismatic lens reflective 
sheeting that provides long-term reflectivity and 
durability with low life-cycle costs, making it an 
economical solution for reflective signage.
ASTM: Type III / IV Warranty: 10 years
Common Use: durable reflective traffic control signs 
and wayfinding programs.

3MTM Reflective Sheeting Types
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3MTM 4090 
Diamond GradeTM DG3  Sheeting
A super-high efficiency, full cube retroreflective 
sheeting, with the highest retroreflective characteristics 
at all sight distances, especially when positioned in 
disadvantaged locations such as overhead or on the 
left shoulder.
ASTM: Type XI Warranty: 12 years
Common Use: critical traffic control and wayfinding 
signs requiring high visibility day and night.

3MTM 1170
Protective Overlay Film
A high performance, optically clear overlay for use on 
signs made from 3MTM Reflective Sheeting. With anti-
graffiti properties, many types of defacement can 
be removed from this film to substantially restore 
performance and appearance of the sign.
ASTM: N/A Warranty:  N/A
Common Use: as a protective overlaminate on all 
grades of 3MTM Reflective Sheeting, to complete 3M’s 
system of matched components.

For more information about digital printing and 
Worldwide 3MTM MCSTM Warranty, see Appendix C.
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Sherine offers the following language for inclusion 
within the design intent specification:

Specifying Sherine Digital 
Printing for Reflective Signage

Sign faces must be produced as single 
layer panels with overlaminate by a 
3M Certified Digital Fabricator. 

Graphics must be printed direct to 3MTM 
3930* reflective sheeting using 3MTM  8800 
Series UV inks, with 3MTM 1170 Overlaminate. 
All 3M products are to be processed and 
applied according to 3M specifications. 

Sign faces must comply with MUTCD Table 2A-3 
Minimum Maintained Retroreflectivity Levels.

Approved process: 
Durst Rho 161 TS Digital Printer
Sherine Industries
(604) 513-1887
www.sherineindustries.com

*Insert preferred 3M sheeting type, refer to pages 5-6.
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Appendix A
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Appendix B
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#113 19433 96th Ave
Surrey, BC V4N 4C4
(604) 513-1887
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Appendix C
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Worldwide 3M™ MCS™ Warranty
What 3M Warrants 
Individual Product Limited Warranty. 3M warrants to the Distributor and Graphics Manufacturer that each
individual 3M product will be free of the defects listed below, and will perform according to its written 
characteristics, be suitable for the defined end uses, and perform for the warranted durability period stated in the 
applicable 3M Product Bulletins in effect at the time of product purchase. 

Finished Graphic Limited Warranty. 3M warrants to the End User that graphics made using exclusively 3M 
graphic products, will be free of the defects listed below, and when used for the defined end uses, and 
fabricated, installed and maintained according to 3M recommendations, will perform for the warranted durability
period stated in the applicable 3M Product Bulletins in effect at the time of product purchase.

The warranties stated in this document are exclusive and are made in place of any and all express or implied
warranties or conditions, including any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, or 
any industry practice or custom or trade usage.

The warranties and limited remedies stated in this document may not be modified except in writing and 
modifications must be signed by the U.S. 3M Commercial Graphics warranty manager. 

Failure to follow the instructions contained in 3M’s Product and Instruction Bulletins will void all warranties and
limited remedies. 

What Defects Are Covered 
• Manufacturing defects including visual defects and defects that prevent making the intended graphics.

• Printing and cutting defects when used with 3M-recommended inks or toners, printers and/or cutting 
equipment.

• Finished graphic appearance defects such as excessive fading, discoloration (including that due to 
mildewing or wicking on flexible substrates), cracking, crazing, peeling, gloss changes, blistering, excessive
dimensional change or loss of adhesion or reflectivity that makes the graphic visually unsuitable for its 
intended purpose when viewed with the intended lighting, angle and distance for such a graphic, as 
determined by customary industry standards.

• Removal defects for graphic films sold as “removable” or “changeable” that, within the time period and
conditions stated in the applicable 3M Product Bulletin, are not removable with less than 30 percent of the 
adhesive remaining (for “removable” graphics) or with little or no adhesive remaining (for “changeable”
graphics).  Coverage for removability defects is expressly conditioned on:  (A) use of 3M’s recommended
removal methods; and (B) notification to 3M no later than five business days after the attempted removal so
that 3M may assist in or verify the removal method. 

Warranty Limitations 
Limitations of Defined End Uses. This warranty only applies to graphic products that are used by trained and
qualified graphics manufacturers and installers for the end uses and in the combinations described in 3M’s
Product and Instruction Bulletins.  For any other use, the user is responsible for determining the suitability of the 
product and for any and all risk or liability associated with that use or application.

Limitation of Product Misuse. This warranty does not cover graphic products or finished graphics that are 
modified or damaged through misuse, abuse, accident, vandalism, neglect or mishandling of processed or 
unprocessed materials by Purchaser or any other person

Limitation of Glass Breakage. This warranty does not cover glass breakage.

Limitation of Adhesion to Application Surfaces.  This warranty does not cover the graphic or damage to the 
substrate because the layers of the substrate separate due to a lower bond between those layers than the bond 
between the graphic and the top layer of the substrate.

Limitation of Graphic Removal.  This warranty does not warrant against –damage to the following substrates
resulting from graphic removal even when using a removable or changeable graphic film: 

• Any interior painted architectural surface.
• Any surface that has an unstable  paint or surface finish.

Limitation of Weathering Effects. Some degradation of materials and graphics over time is considered
normal wear. 3M warrants that at the end of the warranty period, the graphics will be in commercially acceptable 
service condition from normal viewing distances and the 3M graphic products will retain their stated properties.

Commercial Graphics Division 3M Canada 3M México, S.A. de C.V. 3M Puerto Rico, Inc.
3M Center, Building 220-6W-06 P.O. Box 5757 Av. Santa Fe No. 55 Puerto Rico Industrial Park
PO Box 33220 London, Ontario Col. Santa Fe, Del. Alvaro Obregón P.O. Box 100 
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000 Canada N6A 4T1 México, D.F. 01210 Carolina, PR 00986-0100
General Info. 1-800-374-6772 1-800-265-1840 52-5-270-0400 787-620-3000
Technical Info. 1-800-328-3908 Fax 519-452-6245 Fax 52-5-270-2299 Fax 787-750-3035
Fax 1-651-736-4233

To view the full version of this document, visit http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/Graphics/3Mgraphics/ToolsAndSupport/Warranties/ 
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